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2 G.S.Bali, J. Fingberg, U.M.Heller, F. Karsch & K. Schillingprocedure are discussed. The paper concludes with physical results (Section 5).2. Simulation of SU(2) Gauge Theory2.1. The \mathematical" problemThe lattice regularization is the only known non-perturbative method to treat quan-tum �eld theories quantitatively. A space-time lattice with lattice spacing a andvolume (N3� � N� )a4 is used. Physical observables can be extracted in the contin-uum limit (a ! 0). An element of the gauge group, responsible for interactions, ismapped to each link connecting two lattice sites. In the physical theory of inter-est, the theory of strong interactions, QCD, this group is SU (3). Because of thesimilarity of SU (3) vacuum structure with the one of SU (2) we simulate SU (2), inorder to minimize the computational task.A set of group elements (link variables) C = fU�(n)g with � 2 f1; : : : ; 4g; n =(n1; n2; n3; n4), ni 2 f1; : : : ; N�g, n4 2 f1; : : : ; N�g, and U�(n) 2 SU (2) is calleda con�guration. Each con�guration represents a possible �eld distribution on the�nite lattice. In the path integral formulation of quantum �eld theories, expectationvalues of operators hOi (observables) can be calculated as an average of the valuesO takes on all possible con�gurations, weighted by a Boltzmann measure:hOi = 1Z Z  Yn;� dU�(n)! e��S(U)O(U ) ; Z = Z  Yn;� dU�(n)! e��S(U) ;(1)with �S being a discretized version of the continuum action of the Euclidean theory.The simplest possible gauge invariant choice with the desired continuum limitis the so-called Wilson action:S = Xn;�>��1� 12 TrU��(n)� ; (2)where U��(n) denotes the ordered product of all link variables around the elemen-tary square (plaquette) emanating from site n into the positive oriented ��-plane.In this choice � = 4=g2 with g being the bare (lattice) coupling parameter. Bychanging � one can control the lattice spacing a. Since nonabelian gauge theoriesare asymptotically free, the continuum limit corresponds to in�nite �. The dimen-sionful quantity a can me measured in units of some physical scale, e.g. a mass likethe square rott of the string tension p�, or the critical temperature Tc.The (high dimensional) integral Eq. 1 can be calculated numerically by useof stochastic (Monte-Carlo) methods. As most possible con�gurations are stronglysuppressed by their Boltzmann weight factors, one better concentrates on the es-sential con�gurations. This is achieved by the technique of importance sampling:Con�gurations are generated according to the probability densitydP (C) =  Yn;� dU�(n)! e��S(C) : (3)



The Spatial String Tension in SU(2) Gauge Theory 3After generation of a suitable number of such (independent) con�gurations theobservable of interest is calculated as an average of the values of the correspondingoperator on the ensemble of generated gauge �elds.The ensemble is produced by a Markov process: Each con�guration only de-pends on a �nite number of preceding con�gurations: Cn = f(Cn�1; Cn�2; : : : ; Cn�m)with m being the order of the Markov-chain. A criterion which guarantees the rightequilibrium distribution for the Monte-Carlo simulation is the so-called detailedbalance conditiondP (Cn�1)W (Cn�1 ! Cn) = dP (Cn)W (Cn ! Cn�1) (4)with W (Cn�1 ! Cn) being the appropriate transition probablility. In addition tothis requirement the algorithm has to be ergodic, i.e. there has to be a nonvanishingprobability for each possible con�guration to be generated within a �nite numberof steps. For a limited simulation time this means that the trajectories should coverthe phase space as uniform as possible.2.2. Implementation on the Connection Machine CM-2There is some freedom in choosing W (Cn�1 ! Cn) according to Eq. 4. In ourimplementation we use a combination of two algorithms for updating the gauge�elds. One of them is the heatbath algorithm, which allows a change in the actionwith transition probabilityW (Cn�1 ! Cn) / exp(��S(Cn)) : (5)The necessary group measure is generated by the method proposed by Kennedyand Pendleton,1 which is suitable for SIMD architectures. This method is combinedwith the deterministic microcanonical Creutz-overrelaxation2 that provides a fastermovement of gauge �elds in order to �ght critical slowing down. Both algorithmsare mixed stochastically to a hybrid form with the probability of heatbath sweepsbeing varied from 1=4 to 1=14, depending on �, N� , and our experience.Due to the locality of the Wilson action (Eq. 2), the implementation on a serialmachine is straight forward: One changes all 4N3�N� links one at a time, either ina �xed order or randomly. After each link has been updated once (in the average)one has carried out a sweep. On a parallel machine one has to be more careful sincea whole set of links is updated at once. Because of the Markov condition links thatare updated at the same time must not depend on each other. With the Wilsonaction this means that two links being updated at once must not share a commonplaquette. The simplest way to provide this is a red/black division of the lattice.Lattice sites with even sum of coordinates are called red, the others black. Oneloops over red/black, and the direction �. All of these eight subsets include no linkssharing a common plaquette.We implement the algorithm on a data parallel programming model (CMFor-tran) which is the only possibility on SIMD architectures but also useful for many



4 G.S.Bali, J. Fingberg, U.M.Heller, F. Karsch & K. Schillingimplementations on MIMD machines, such as the CM-5. Each CM-2 has some�xed number of physical processors NPP . In order to allow portability of programsbetween Connection Machines with di�erent NPP , and to support scalability ofcodes, physical processors are hidden to the Fortran programmer behind the (soft-ware) concept of virtual processors (VPs): Each site of a parallel array correspondsto a VP. For the programmer all (parallel) commands are performed on all VPs atone and the same time. Internally, a certain number of VPs is mapped to one PP(therefore, NVP � NPP to avoid latency of parts of the machine), and the loopingover these VPs is automatically done by the compiler. For instance, VPs can bethought of as sites in a space-time lattice. Then, the canonical data structure for thecon�guration fU�(n)g would be: U(4,N� ,N�,N�,N� ), where U is an SU (2) matrix,with the �rst dimension being serial (denoting the direction � of the link), and theother dimensions | being parallelized over | addressing the lattice sites n.Implementation of the red/black mask means that the computations are onlyperformed on half of the lattice volume at once. Thus, half of the machine wouldbe inactive. In order to establish load balancing it is advantageous to declareU(4,2,N�,N� ,N�,N�=2), instead. The second index is serial and labels red/blacksites. This reduces the number of virtual processors to half of the lattice volumeand guarantees that all processors are active all the time.On the Connection Machine, there are still two problems with this kind of datalayout. One is excessive memory requirement: Although they are not needed all thetime (VP looping), all temporary arrays (as they are needed for matrix multiplica-tions etc.) have parallel dimension equal to NVP , which is half the lattice volume.So each temporary array consumes one eighth of the space of the con�guration itself.The second problem is communication: Communication between VPs belonging tothe same PP is much faster than communication between di�erent PPs. The overallspeed of a communication step (like sending a link to the left neighbor) is deter-mined by the speed of the slowest communication channel involved. In CMFortranfor CM-2 the programmer has only little inuence on the mapping of VPs to PPs.So a mixture between on- and o�-chip communication in one step can easily occur,depending on lattice, and machine geometries. From this point of view it is wise toemphasize on-chip communication by adopting the machine size in such a way tothe computational problem that the VP-ratio (NVP=NPP ) is large.One possibility to circumvent these problems is blocking the lattice into hyper-cubes (of 24 lattice sites each) by hand: U(4,16,N�/2,N�/2,N�/2,N�=2) The secondindex labels the address within each hypercube (lowest bit: �rst direction etc.). Theserial loop is now over 64 instead of eight subsets. Thus, memory requirement fortemporaries is reduced by a factor eight! For one half of all communications a highspeed is guaranteed since the sites are located on the same VP and \communica-tion" is programmed by hand. The disadvantages are higher complexity of Fortrancode, limitation to lattices of even extents N� and N� , and a lower VP-ratio (bythis factor eight).For an 8K CM-2 (slicewisemodel) like the one inWuppertalNVP � NPP = 210.



The Spatial String Tension in SU(2) Gauge Theory 5This translates into 214 lattice sites. Saturation in the sense that the GFlops rateremains constant within 10% is reached for 216 lattice sites (e.g. on a 323�2 lattice).On the 16K CM-2 (�eldwise model) at HLRZ NPP = 214. For saturation the latticemust have at least 324 sites. Using the above kind of algorithm we reach a sustainedall-over speed (updating and measurement) of 1.5 GFlops/64K (�eldwise model) atthe HLRZ or 3 GFlops/64K (slicewise model) at the Wuppertal and SCRI CM-2s.The latter rate has to be compared with 4.5 GFlops/64K in the SU (3) case wherethe computation/communication ratio is larger. To reach the above performancethe matrix multiplications have been programmed in assembler language.3. Physical BackgroundAn understanding of nonabelian gauge theories is important for the physics of thequark-gluon phase of matter to be studied in heavy ion collisions. The temper-ature T corresponds to the inverse temporal extent of the lattice: aT = 1=N� .Non-abelian SU (N ) gauge theories in (3+1)-dimensions are known to undergo adecon�ning phase transition at high temperature. The physical string tension,characterizing the linear rise of the potential between static quark sources withdistance, decreases with increasing temperature and vanishes above Tc. The poten-tial becomes a Debye screened Coulomb potential in the high temperature phase.While the leading high temperature behaviour as well as the structure of the heavyquark potential for temperatures well above Tc can be understood in terms of hightemperature perturbation theory, it also is expected that non-perturbative e�ectslike the generation of a magnetic mass term, mm / g2(T )T (g(T ) is a temperaturedependent running coupling \constant"), in the gluon propagator may inuence thespectrum in the decon�ned phase. These non-perturbative e�ects in the magneticsector will manifest themselves in correlation functions for the spatial componentsof gauge �elds.(3+1)-dimensional renormalizable quantum �eld theories at high temperature,through dimensional reduction, can be reformulated as e�ective 3-dimensional theo-ries, with the scale of the dimensionful couplings given in terms of the temperature.3In the case of SU (N ) the e�ective theory includes interactions with adjoint matter(Higgs) �elds, emerging from the temporal components of the original gauge �elds.In particular, for SU (2) the e�ective action reads4; 5�3SE = �3(SW + SH + SV ) ; �3 = 4g23 = 4g2(T )T (6)with SW = Xn;i>j�1� 12 TrUij(n)� (7)being the three dimensional Wilson action,SH = �Xn;i �12 TrDi(U )A4(n)�2 ; (8)



6 G.S.Bali, J. Fingberg, U.M.Heller, F. Karsch & K. SchillingDi(U )A4(n) = Ui(n)A4(n+ ei)U+i (n)� A4(n) ;describing the coupling to the Higgs �eld, and SV being local Higgs self-interactionswhich are quadratic and quartic to their lowest orders, and carry additional powersof g2(T ). For the Higgs �eld representing the temporal gauge �eld components, wehave chosen the convention A4 = iP3j=1Aj4�j where �j denote the Pauli-matrices.Basic properties of the gauge invariant correlation functions for spatial compo-nents of the gauge �elds | e.g. the spatial Wilson loops | can be understood interms of this e�ective theory. For instance, as this e�ective theory is con�ning, it isnatural to expect that spatial Wilson loops obey an area law behaviour in the hightemperature phase W (R;S) = hP[eiHR�S dx�A� ]i � e��sRS ; (9)where the (ordered) path is over a rectangle of area R � S, and �s is called thespatial string tension, although one should stress that it is not related to propertiesof a physical potential in the (3+1)-dimensional theory. In the case of QCD thee�ective theory itself is quite complicated even at high temperatures, as the non-static modes do not decouple from the static sector.7 An analysis of the temperaturedependence of the spatial string tension, thus, yields information on the importanceof the non-static sector for long-distance properties of high temperature QCD.The existence of a non-vanishing spatial string tension, �s, in the high tem-perature phase of (3+1)-dimensional SU (N ) lattice gauge theory can be provenrigorously at �nite lattice spacing.8 However, despite its basic relevance for a betterunderstanding of the non-perturbative structure of non-abelian gauge theories athigh temperature, little e�ort has been undertaken to arrive at a quantitative de-scription of the properties of the spatial string tension. The �rst numerical study4suggested that �s stays non-zero, but temperature independent, in the high tem-perature phase of QCD. Some indications for an increase of �s with temperaturehave been found recently.94. Measurements and AnalysisWe present here the results of a detailed, high statistics analysis of the spatialstring tension. Some of our results have previously been published in Ref. 10. The�nite (and zero) temperature SU (2) gauge theory has been simulated on lattices ofsize 323 � N� , with N� ranging from 2 to 32 (Tab. 1). The simulations have beenperformed at two values of the gauge coupling, � = 2:5115 and � = 2:74, whichcorrespond to the critical couplings for the decon�nement transition on latticeswith temporal extent N�;c = 8 and N�;c = 16, respectively.6 The lattice spacingthus changes by a factor 2:00� 0:04, where the error is caused by the uncertaintyin both of the critical couplings.In each case we have performed between 2000 and 5000 thermalization sweeps.Measurements were taken every 100 sweeps. The integrated autocorrelation timeshave been calculated on some representative operators. In all cases they turned



The Spatial String Tension in SU(2) Gauge Theory 7� N� T=Tc meas. Smin2.7400 32 0 835 416 1 918 512 1.33 720 48 2 279 36 2.67 477 34 4 2111 32 8 8582 32.5115 16 0 550 38 1 1320 36 1.33 2580 34 2 1700 22 4 9360 2Table 1: The simulated lattice volumes 323 � N� . The fourth column gives thenumber of gauge �eld con�gurations used in the analysis. Smin labels the localpotential VT;Smin , used as an approximant for the asymptotic potential VT (Eq. 10).out to be small compared to the above measurement rate. Besides the originaldata sets, we produced other sets by binning the data into blocks of two, and �vemeasurements. The whole analysis was performed on the original data set as wellas on the binned data. No systematic increase of errors with the block lengthwas observed. We conclude that successive measurements can be treated as beinge�ectively independent.Smeared on- and o�-axis Wilson loops with the quark sources separated bymultiples of the vectors (1; 0; 0), (1; 1; 0), and (2; 1; 0) have been measured for thedetermination of the spatial string tension (correlator along z-axis). In addition tothese separations we have choosen multiples of (1; 1; 1), (2; 1; 1), and (2; 2; 1) for thezero temperature cases. In each direction the quarks have been separated by up tohalf of the lattice extent which gives distances up to 1p2N� (p32 N�) in the �nite(zero) temperature case. We apply the smearing technique presented in Ref. 11to the links orthogonal to the direction in which the correlator is taken (z for thespatial loops, and t for the \temporal" ones).After 40 such smearing iterations (temperature dependent) pseudo-potentialsare determined from the Wilson loops W (R; S) of shape R � S, with R pointinginto one of the above directions:VT (R) = limS!1VT;S(R) ; VT;S(R) = ln W (R; S)W (R; S + 1) : (10)Though, due to our smearing process, also temporal links are used for constructionof the smeared Wilson loops, the (spatial) pseudo-potentials are not a�ected. Thisis due to the fact that the \3D-smeared" qq-creation operator as well as the corre-sponding \2D-smeared" operator share a nonvanishing overlap with all eigenstatesof the A1g representation of the lattice symmetry group D4h. Numerically, this has
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Figure 1: The quality Q of various �ts with di�erent �t ranges [Rmin ; Rmax] againstthe �tted string tension � with error for T = 0, � = 2:74. In (a) all �ts withcon�dence level � > 0:1 are plotted. In (b) �ts with quality Q < Qmax=2 areomitted. Note the di�erent ordinate-scale.been checked for N� = 2 at � = 2:5115. Because of faster convergence to maximalground state overlap we have applied the 3D-smearing algorithm throughout ourinvestigation.We use VT;Smin (R) with �nite Smin as an approximant for the asymptoticvalue VT (R)y. Our requirement is that the systematic error caused by this cuto� issmall compared to the statistical error on VT . To guarantee this we choose Smin inthe way that for all S > Smin the individual potential values as well as the �ttedvalue for the string tension remain constant within errors. The latter criterion isimportant because a small but systematic shift of potential values may have anenhanced inuence on certain �t parameters.The actual size of Smin depends on statistics and ground state overlaps, aswell as on the gap between ground state potential VT and the �rst excitation V 0Tin lattice units. Thus, for � = 2:5115 the asymptotics is reached earlier (in latticeunits) than for � = 2:74. Also, for high temperatures not only the potential valuesare larger than in the zero temperature case but also the V 0T (R)�VT (R) gaps seemto increase. So, Smin decreases with increasing temperature, too, as can be seenfrom Tab. 1.All our errors have been obtained from the scatter between (two times the num-ber of measurements) bootstrap samples. The whole analysis has been performedyWe prefer using \local masses" instead of exponential �ts to Wilson loops with S � Smin becauseof simplicity in data analysis. Due to the exponential increase of relative errors on pure gaugequantities with distance S, a �t would be governed by the values corresponding to Smin andSmin + 1, anyway.



The Spatial String Tension in SU(2) Gauge Theory 9
Figure 2: Comparison between deviations of the potential at � = 2:74; T = 8Tc fromthe continuum symmetry parametrization V (R) = V0+�R�e=R, and 1=R�GL(R)(Eq. 12), which has been used to parametrize lattice artefacts.within each bootstrap sample, separately. For the zero temperature cases on eachbootstrap a di�erent covariance matrix between potential values VT (R) has beencalculated (with a \subbootstrap"). A comparison with the result obtained by us-ing one and the same covariance matrix (obtained on the original data set) on allbootstrap channels did not show any signi�cant change on errors. So, for the other�ts the latter method was used for simplicity. All �ts are correlated �ts using thiscovariance matrix. We also cross-checked the results by comparing them with un-correlated �ts since correlated �ts may lead to totally wrong results if the statisticsis too small to �x the covariance matrix accurately, or the assumed parametrizationdoes not completely match the data.11The whole analysis has not only been performed for di�erent Smin on ouroriginal data sample and the two binned samples, but also with di�erent �t ranges[Rmin; Rmax ]. For all these �ts (about 1000) we have calculated the con�dencelevels � = 1 � (2dof=2�(dof =2))�1 R �20 dxxdof=2�1e�x=2 and de�ned qualities Q =� dofdofmax ��� where � are the �tted values for the string tension. The �t with highestquality gives the \best" �t range. In Fig. 1(a) a histogram of the quality Q againstthe corresponding string tension value (with statistical error width) is plotted forall �ts with � > 0:1 for the zero temperature, � = 2:74 case. In Fig. 1(b) the sameis plotted, but only for qualities Q > Qmax=2. We include the systematic errorfrom the width of all the latter �ts into all errors we state. As a check we also have
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Figure 3: The pseudo-potentials VT (R) minus the (constant) self-energy contribu-tions V0 (Eq. 11) on lattices of size 323�N� for � = 2:74 as a function of the spatialseparation R, measured in lattice units.� T=Tc V0 � e f p�s=Tc2.7400 0 .482 ( 3) .0083 ( 1)( 1) .220 (12) .13 ( 8) 1.46 (1)(1)1 .475 ( 6) .0089 ( 2)( 6) .210 (19) .13 (12) 1.51 (2)(5)1.33 .474 ( 3) .0094 ( 1)( 2) .207 ( 9) .15 ( 6) 1.55 (1)(2)2 .448 ( 5) .0152 ( 1)( 5) .175 (11) .20 (11) 1.97 (1)(3)2.67 .426 ( 6) .0231 ( 2)( 5) .157 (11) .16 (10) 2.43 (1)(3)4 .390 ( 4) .0419 ( 2)( 4) .135 ( 8) .17 ( 7) 3.28 (1)(2)8 .319 (11) .1270 (11)(18) .111 (17) .28 ( 3) 5.70 (2)(4)2.5115 0 .537 ( 4) .0337 ( 2)( 5) .233 ( 8) .26 ( 7) 1.46 (1)(1)1 .543 ( 7) .0325 ( 3)( 7) .250 (16) .20 (10) 1.44 (1)(2)1.33 .513 ( 4) .0381 ( 2)( 4) .207 ( 7) .24 ( 8) 1.56 (1)(1)2 .443 ( 6) .0643 ( 3)( 6) .142 (13) .27 ( 6) 2.03 (1)(1)4 .350 (22) .1715 (11)(32) .128 (33) .37 ( 8) 3.31 (1)(3)Table 2: Summary of results from �ts to the e�ective potentials using Eq. 11 onlattices of size 323 � N� . The values of N� which correspond to the temperaturesT=Tc are given in Tab. 1. In the case of the string tension the �rst error is purelystatistical. All other errors include systematic e�ects due to the choice of the �trange in the way described in the text.



The Spatial String Tension in SU(2) Gauge Theory 11de�ned a quality which uses the relative error of the Coulomb coe�cient e insteadof the string tension �. The resulting optimal �t ranges, as well as the systematicerrors, have been almost the same in all cases.5. Results and Discussion5.1. Evaluation of the spatial string tensionIn the way described above, several �ts to various parametrizations have been per-formed. For a three parameter �t with self energy V0, Coulomb coe�cient e andstring tension � the �2 values were found to be acceptable for Rmin � p5. Fitsturned out to be more stable (and Rmin � p2) by use of the parametrization13;14VT (R) = V0 + �R� eR + f � 1R �GL(R)� (11)with GL(R) = 4� Z ��� d3k(2�)3 cos(kR)4Pi sin2(ki=2) (12)being 4� times the lattice one-gluon-exchange for the in�nite volume case. Thislast term takes account of the lattice artefacts present at small distances. Thequality of this parametrization can be seen from Fig. 2 where a comparison (atT = 8Tc) between 1=R � GL(R), calculated from the potential data by use of the�tted parameter values and the theoretical 1=R�GL(R) is displayed.We also have experimented with lattice propagators on smaller and anisotropicvolumes, replacing the integral by a discrete sum over the allowed lattice momentabut, in general, the quality of �ts decreased with smaller volume. We conclude thatthe potential values seem to be insensitive to the low momentum cuto�. Reasonsfor this might be that the Coulomb interaction from the mirror sources is screenedby the large (non-perturbative) linear part of the potential and that Wilson loopshave a well de�ned inside and outside.Various other �t functions have been tried, including �ts where the Coulombpart has been replaced by a logarithmic term, which would be expected in the threedimensional e�ective theory. We found that the �t parameter � = �sa2 only weaklydepends on the actual parametrization of the short distance part of VT (R). Ourresults on the four �t parameters (Eq. 11) are summarized in Tab. 2. In Fig. 3 wedisplay the potentials VT (R), measured at di�erent temperatures, for the � = 2:74case, together with the corresponding �t curves. We determine the spatial stringtension in units of the critical temperature, p�s=Tc = p�N�;c, where N�;c = 8 (16)for � = 2:5115 (2.74). These numbers are given in the last column of Tab. 2.5.2. Scaling behaviourA calculation of the \zero" temperature string tension in the con�ning phase on a
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Figure 4: The physical zero temperature potentials minus the self energy parts V0(Eq. 11) at � = 2:74, and � = 2:5115 in units of the � = 2:74 lattice spacing. The� = 2:5115 values have been scaled by a factor a�=2:5115=a�=2:74 = 2:016.lattice of size 16� 323 (324) at � = 2:5115 (2:74) yieldsp�a = � 0:1836� 0:0013 , � = 2:51150:0911� 0:0008 , � = 2:74 ; (13)which corresponds to a change in lattice spacing a�=2:5115=a�=2:74 = 2:016� 0:023,and is consistent with the factor 2:00 � 0:04, obtained from the calculation of thecritical couplings for the decon�nement transition.6 This is visualized in Fig. 4 wherethe zero temperature potentials, measured at the two di�erent � values, are scaledby this factor 2.016.In Fig. 5 we compare the spatial string tension calculated at � = 2:5115 and2:74 at di�erent temperatures. We �nd that | as in the zero temperature case |our data sets are consistent with each other down to a temporal extent as smallas N� = 2. Thus, scaling violations in the ratio p�s=Tc are negligible. Thisdemonstrates that the spatial string tension, indeed, is relevant to high temperatureQCD as it persists in the continuum limit. Moreover, �s coincides with the physical,zero temperature string tension for T � Tc.5.3. Comparison with the e�ective theoryThe coupling of the Yang-Mills part of the action of the e�ective 3-dimensionaltheory (Eq. 6), g3, derived from a (3+1)-dimensional SU (N ) gauge theory at hightemperature, is given in terms of the temperature and the four-dimensional coupling
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Figure 5: Square root of the spatial string tension in units of the critical temper-ature versus temperature, calculated at two di�erent values of the gauge coupling.The broken line gives the result for the ratio of the physical string tension to thedecon�nement temperature averaged over several values of the critical coupling.6The horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainty in the temperature scale Tc.g(T ) as g23 = g2(T )T . Although the temperature will also set the scale for theHiggs self-couplings in the 3-dimensional theory, these couplings will in generalhave a di�erent dependence on the four-dimensional gauge coupling g(T ).15 Thefunctional dependence of �s(T ) on g2(T ) and T , thus, is not apparent from thegeneral structure of the e�ective action.However, in a pure three-dimensional SU (N ) gauge theory dimensionful quan-tities are proportional to an appropriate power of the three-dimensional couplingg3. If the temperature dependence of the pure gauge part of the e�ective actiondominates the spatial string tension we would expect to �ndp�s(T ) = cg23 = cg2(T )T ; (14)where the temperature dependent running coupling constant g2(T ) should, at hightemperatures, be determined by the perturbative �-function of SU (N ) in four di-mensions.In Fig. 6 we have plotted T=p�s(T ) against T . From Eq. 14 this ratio isexpected to be proportional to g�2(T ). We have �tted these data to the two-loopformula for the coupling in SU (2) gauge theory with the scale parameter �T ,g�2(T ) = 1112�2 lnT=�T + 1744�2 ln(2 lnT=�T ) : (15)
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Figure 6: The ratio of the critical temperature to the square root of the spatialstring tension versus temperature for � = 2:74. The line shows a �t to the data inthe region 2 � T=Tc � 8 using the 2-loop relation for g(T ) given in Eq. 15.We �nd that the temperature dependence of the spatial string tension is well de-scribed by Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 for temperatures above 2Tc. From the two parameter�t to the data shown in Fig. 6, we obtainp�s(T ) = (0:369� 0:014)g2(T )T ; (16)with �T = 0:076(13)Tc. We note that the second term in Eq. 15 varies only littlewith temperature. A �t with the one-loop formula thus works almost equally well;it yields �(1)T = 0:050(10)Tc and c = 0:334(14) for the coe�cient in Eq. 16.It is rather remarkable that the spatial string tension depends in this simpleform on the perturbative SU (2) �-function already for T � 2Tc. Moreover, we �ndthat even quantitatively the spatial string tension agrees well with the string tensionof the three-dimensional pure SU (2) gauge theory,16 p�3 = (0:3340� 0:0025)g23.zWe take this as an indication that, indeed, the spatial string tension is dominatedby the pure gauge part of the e�ective three-dimensional theory. There are alsonumerical indications17 that a Higgs coupling of the strength suggested by per-turbative arguments5 has no signi�cant inuence on the potential values of threedimensional Yang-Mills theory. We note that the value for g2(T ), determined herefrom long distance properties of the (3+1)-dimensional theory, is about a factor twozWe have independently con�rmed this value by use of smeared Wilson loops instead of Polyakovline correlators.17
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